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International Water Law & 
Infrastructure

•What are the rules of international law 
that govern infrastructure? 

• IWL – International Water Law 

• IRF – Investment regulatory framework 
(IIL)

•Other - MEAs



International Water Law & 
Infrastructure

• International water law?

• Infrastructure? 



International Water Law & 
Infrastructure

IWL Rules (custom & treaty)
• Duty to cooperate

• Equitable and reasonable use

• Due diligence to prevent causing significant harm

• Duty of notification of planned measures

Infrastructure - IRF 

• Investment regulatory framework (IRF)

• Transnational / national requirements

• Investor type/duties/protection



Speakers

1. Dr. Ana María Daza-Clark, Lecturer in International Law, 
Law School, University of Edinburgh

2. Mr. Phera S. Ramoeli, Executive Secretary, Okavango 
River Commission

3. Dr. Sokhem Pech, Affiliate Member of International Water 
Law Academy, Senior Water and Climate Change 
Consultant, Canada









Investment in transboundary water 
infrastructure under international water law 

Outline

• International Water Law/Infrastructure and other 
legal frameworks

• Pulp Mills case (investor’s perspective) 

• Protection of foreign investment in infrastructure 
projects and countries’ regulatory adaptability



Infrastructure and investment

Transnational 
principles and 
guidelines:
-Business and HR
-Guidelines on anti-
corruption
- SDGs

International Law:
I. Water L.
I. Investment L.
I. Human Rights L.

National Law:
- Clear policy on the 

infrastructure to be 
developed.

- Adaptable water/env. 
regulations   

Implementation
Enforcement
Monitoring 

Good Practices:
- Transparency
- Community   
participation

Regulatory
coordination 

Customary Int. Law
Opinio juris 

Funders: 
World Bank
International Finance Corporation
USAID
SIDA
States as funders



Pulp Mills case from 
investor’s perspective

• Celulosas de M’Bopicuá S.A. (CMB) (Spanish investor ENCE )

EIA submitted to CARU/initial permit approved. But on 21 September 2006, they announced their intention not    

to build the mill at the planned site on the bank of the River Uruguay. 

• Botnia S.A and Botnia Fray Bentos S.A. (Finish investor, Oy Metsä-Botnia AB) – Parallel procedures for approval, they built the Orion Pulp Mill, 
functional since 2007. 

• The dispute concerned the interpretation and application of the 1975 Statute of the River 
Uruguay: 

- Did Uruguay comply with its procedural obligations in issuing authorizations for the 
construction of the CMB (ENCE) mill and the Orion (Botnia) mill?

- Did Uruguay comply with its substantive obligations since the commissioning of the 
Orion (Botnia) mill in November 2007?

Findings: 

• Uruguay has breached its procedural obligations under Articles 7 (oblig. to notify, inform 
and negotiate) to 12 of the 1975 Statute of the River Uruguay.



What are international investment agreements (IIAs)?

State A agrees to 
promote and 

protect  investors 
and investments 

from State B

State B agrees to 
promote and 

protect  investors 
and investments 

from State A

International Investment Agreements
(Bilateral Inv. Treaties

Free Trade Agreements)

States A and B 
consent to 

Investor-State 
dispute 

settlement 
(arbitration) 

A typical IIA 

Preamble
Definitions: Investment – investor
Treatment:
• National and most favoured nation

treatment
• Fair and Equitable Treatment and Full

protection
• Expropriation and compensation
• Free transfers
• Investment and environment / labour/

HR
• Investor State Dispute Settlement



Fair and Equitable Treatment

• Fair and equitable treatment (FET) clauses in IIAs touch directly on interaction between the 

government and foreign investor (e.g. PPPs, JV, indiv.). Most claims in ISDS are based on FET.

• Infrastructure projects often have a great deal of interactions between the (foreign) investor 

and government agencies at all phases of the project. (e.g. bidding and tendering; 

application or renewal of licenses or concessions; termination of the contract by the 

authorities, etc.).

• In these interactions, the investor may feel it was treated in an unfair or inequitable manner 

by the government authority, e.g. because it had legitimate expectations that it would get 

awarded the contract or that a license would be renewed, or that the termination of the 

contract was in breach of the contractual terms.

Source: https://investmentpolicy.unctad.org/pages/1031/mapping-of-iia-clauses

https://investmentpolicy.unctad.org/pages/1031/mapping-of-iia-clauses


Concluding remarks

Transnational 
principles and 
guidelines:
-Business and HR
-Guidelines on anti-
corruption
- SDGs

International Law:
I. Water L.
I. Investment L.
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National Law:
- Clear policy on the 

infrastructure to be 
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• The CORB is one of the world’s most unique, near pristine free-flowing 
rivers and central to sustainable economic development within the arid 
landscapes of the basin

• Transboundary Basin share by 3 riparian states Angola, Botswana, and 
Namibia;

• 95% flow originates from the highlands in Angola and most utilized in 
Botswana supporting Okavango Delta ecosystem;

• Transboundary Infrastructure is guided by the SADC Protocol on shared 
Watercourses (2000) and The OKACOM Notification Consultations and 
Negotiation Guidelines (2019);

• The SADC Protocol’s Article 4(1) addresses mandatory notification of 
planned measures undertaken in any riparian state in cases where such 
measures hold the potential to cause “significant adverse effects”. 

The Cubango-Okavango River Basin (CORB)



OKACOM Notification, Consultation and Negotiations PROCESS

• The OKACOM NCN Provide broad definitions of specific terms relating to the process of notification 
including: Planned Measures, Significant Adverse Impacts, Available information & Data, EIA, SEA, 
Prenotification and Notification Stages,  etc;

• It defines the scope of application of the NCN Guidelines including different levels and scales for 
NCN implementation, clear allocation of roles and responsibilities within the OKACOM cooperation 
framework, and describes categories of projects that can potentially impacting upon transboundary 
watercourses;

• The overarching purpose of these Guidelines is that of ensuring a common understanding among the 
OKACOM Member States on the steps necessary for cooperative implementation of Article 4 of the 
SADC Protocol;

• The NCN finally defines and gives guidance on notification, consultation and negotiations including 
conflict resolutions in case of disputes and defines the tools. 



OKACOM MULTI-SECTOR INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT 

• The Multi-Sector Investment Opportunities Analysis (MSIOA) is
part of a systematic strategy by OKACOM to assist the Member
States to achieve their joint Vision of a socially just,
economically prosperous, and environmentally healthy
development of the CORB;

• Pursued through the formulation of a Sustainable and
Equitable Climate Resilient Investment Program;

• Developed through a collaborative cooperation that included
scientific analysis; economic, hydrological, and environmental
modeling; coupled with stakeholder consultations;

• For the success of the Programme it calls for concerted joint
actions at the basin level;

• 10 Basin Development Scenarios (BDS) were developed to
assess potential future water abstraction to 2040 and 2050.

• significant economic benefits are possible from productive and
conjunctive use of water for hydropower, irrigation, and urban
growth, and associated sectors such as tourism, while also
securing improved livelihoods for the basin;

• the higher levels of abstractions associated with such
developments must be balanced against the scale and
costs of the resulting environmental impacts in the
basin and the Delta;

• a set of recommended joint actions that include the
following:

• A Livelihood Enhancement Program that could build on
existing initiatives to provide short-term interventions
and deliver relatively quick returns;

• A Tourism Investment Framework that could mobilize
private sector resources by creating an appropriate
enabling environment and models of engagement;

• Cooperative Infrastructure Development that
addresses needs within the basin through a sustainable
framework and that consolidates the cooperative
venture among the Member States.



Sustainable Financing of the CORB Programme: The CORB Fund

• The CORB Fund will distribute resources from an 
independent fund in order to support interventions 
designed to conserve and restore biodiversity and 
ecosystem functions, enhance livelihoods equitably;

Legal Structure

The Fund is established as a Company Limited by 
Guarantee in Botswana (legally registered December 
11, 2019).

The objectives are to:
• Be the primary focus of the long-term marketing strategy for the CORB;
• Create a coordinated response to threats in the CORB
• Provide sustainable financial resources to fund threat mitigation activities
• Create a platform for an optimized benefit sharing across the basin



Governance Structure - Members 
and Directors [3/3] 

Current 
State 

DIR E C T O R S AP P O IN T E D B Y

ME M B E R ST A T E S :

1. Angola 
2. Botswana 
3. Namibia 

MEMBERS

(MEMBER STATE

REPRESENTATIVES):

1. Angola
2. Botswana 
3. Namibia  

3 Members’ 
Interest + 1 Vote 

each

LIVELIHOODS ANCHOR

CONSERVATION ANCHOR
1 Members 

Interest

1 Members 
Interest Envisaged

State (by end 
2021) 

FO U R IN D E P E N D E N T , N O N -
EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS ADDED TO

THE BOARD



IMPACT

Up to 1 million
Beneficiaries

US$ 1.2 billion
Net Benefits by 2050

US$ 7.60 for every US$ 1 
invested
Benefit/Cost Ratio

Real Impact and Return On Investment 

Health Livelihood Climate Ecosystem

BASIC INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

US$ 500

US$ 950

US$ 1,450
BENEFITS REALISED
PER HOUSEHOLD
EACH YEAR



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

OBRIGADO



Prior Consultation: the Case of 

Xayabury Mainstream Dam in the 

Lower Mekong Basin

Dr. Pech Sokhem
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1995 Mekong Agreement during Rapid 
Infrastructure Development

• Lower Mekong Cooperation since 1957.

• April 5, 1995 after 21 months of complicated
negotiation.

• A framework agreement that contains 42
articles, in six chapters + Protocol to
establish MRC - Council, Joint Committee and
Secretariat.

• China and Myanmar are dialogue partners
(Article 39).



Duty To Cooperate in Good Faith  

Equitable and Reasonable Use: 
Assist each other to realise their 

development goals 

Due Care/ No Significant Harm 
Obligation: Take all measures to 

avoid, minimise & mitigate 
Significant Harms/impacts

95 MA

Sovereign Equality and Territorial Integrity: Cooperation in good faith, Due
Diligence, equitable & reasonable use, and no-harm, and other relevant
substantive and procedural norms/rules including notification, consultation,
assessments, and peaceful dispute management etc.

Pacta sunt servanda – obligation arising from international agreements must be fulfilled in good faith.



Operationalizing Treaty through Water Use 
Rules and Institutions

• 1995-2021:  
Treaty  among 
sovereign States 
➔ Traditional 
legal certainty and 
technical 
adaptability. 

Mekong Agreement 
1995

Basin Development 
Strategy, Strategic 

Plan

It does not deal 
specifically with 
water allocation 
➔ but a 
framework. 

Relevant MRC Decision Support Tools, Guidance, 
Processes e.g. PDG, SHDS, TbEIA…

Joint Environment 
Monitoring (JEM)

Report on compliance with 
Joint Action Plans under 

PNPCA
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PNPCA
Ensure compliance 

with MA and promote 
benefit sharing

PWUM
Ensure water use 
information and 
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❑ Implementation of PNPCA 
(particularly Prior Consultation) has 
drawn a lot of attention. 



1st Prior Consultation

• Xayaburi Hydropower Dam project was the first 
real test-case (2010-2011). 

• As “run-of-river 1,285-megawatt dam project.

• Funded by Thai banks and 98% of electricity is 
sold to Thailand.

• Highly time consuming and contested. Stalemate 
!!

• But the project went ahead and now 
commercially operational in October 2019

NOTIFICATION 
1) Intra-basin use and 

Inter-basin diversion 
from tributaries; and

2) Intra-basin use on 
mainstream.

PRIOR CONSULTATION
1. Inter-basin diversion 

from mainstream; 
2. Intra-basin use on 

mainstream; and 
3. Inter-basin diversion of 

surplus water

SPECIFIC AGREEMENT

Any inter-basin 
diversion from  

mainstream 

PNPCA



CONCLUSION: What have we 
learned?

• It represent a leading-edge practice. 

• PNPCA process promote water governance and peaceful relation. 

• A lot of rooms for improvement.

• It did force several improvements: 

–dam design for fish passage, sediment, seismic safety and 
navigation locks. 

–Council Study – impacts of infrastructures….

– Joint Action Plans, Joint Environmental Monitoring ➔More 
Active Regional Planning for improved benefit and risk sharing 
etc..

• International cooperation is important and can be moving as fast 
as the least willing sovereign States want.

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/dec/16/mekong-basins-vanishing-fish-signal-ill-times-ahead-for-cambodia-aoe#img-3


Thanks to all the 
speakers 

& participants! 
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